We’re pretty excited for what 2016 has in store for us — and, well, you, too! Continuing on our path
of providing wholesome goodness, we’re gearing up to introduce 16 new Non-GMO Project Verified,
plant-powered products. Learn more about our delicious additions below.

Breakfast That Blends Into Any Routine
These new Organic Breakfast Super Blends are sure to mix into
any morning — no matter your typical routine. Protein-packed and
vegan, these powders have fruits and veggies and provide mix-andgo versatility in three delicious flavors: Cocoa Awakening™, Rise
& Shine Vanilla™ and Sun-Up Coconut™. These blends taste best
blended with your favorite milk option or mixed into a smoothie.

Shake Up Your Day
We’re making a splash in protein-rich drinkables with new vegan
GOLEAN™ Plant-Powered Shakes. Made with probiotics and
GOLEAN™ Super Foods including greens, beets and sprouted
legumes, these delicious powders come in flavors named
to inspire an active lifestyle — Dark Cocoa Power™, Vanilla
Vinyasa™, Matcha Tea Mantra™ and Original Inspiration™.

Teff It Out: Ancient Grain Becomes Modern Staple
Our gluten-free teff thins are made with a synergistic blend
of plant-powered ingredients. Each variety features deliciously
savory flavors inspired by African culinary recipes. Enjoy in
three flavors: Red Sea Salt, Tomato Lentil Berbere and
Lemon Chickpea Chili.
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Exciting New Addition to the Bar Lineup
Our gluten-free savory bars combine holistic nutrition with
unexpected bursts of flavor inspired by traditional Andean, Indian
and Mediterranean cuisines. The plant-based ingredients in our
Quinoa Corn & Roasted Red Pepper, Chickpea Curry & Chili
and Basil White Bean & Olive Oil bars can help satisfy your
savory snack craving when you’re on the go.

Small Grains Inspire Big Things
Our vegan frozen entrees combine hearty veggies with South
American-inspired flavors to create a yummy, adventurous
meal. And our favorite part, of course, is the consciously sourced
quinoa from our favorite Bolivian mountain farms. Enjoy these
nourishing bowls in two varieties: Sweet Potato Quinoa and
Chimichurri Quinoa.

Suggested Tweets
• Click to Tweet: Plant power to fuel your day! @KashiFoods announces
16 new Non-GMO Project Verified products grounded in plant ingredients.
• Click to Tweet: With the introduction of 16 new plant-powered products,
@KashiFoods challenges people to fuel their day with wholesome ingredients.
Not all packaging has been finalized and is subject to change.
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